
English Language Club 

    Objectives: 

 To make the students feel confident and comfortable using English 

language. 

 To provide the students a casual platform to speak English confidently. 

 To overcome the fear of English language among the students. 

 To enrich the students’ English vocabulary. 

MENTORS: 

 Dr. D.S.Patil 

 Mrs. S.A.Sharikhmaslat 

STUDENTS ENROLLED (COUNT):  50  

                  English being an International Language is an important 

discipline of the curriculum. Language club is an initiative taken by our 

Institute to increase the communication skills of the students. Language Club 

helps to boost the confidence in students so that they can freely 

communicate. The good thing about creating an English club is giving 

chance to students to learn English with fun and it is also a place for students 

to improve their English. The Club paves the way to students to build up 

their personality, discover, understand and become themselves and develop 

their cultural competences.  

      The language club session is held once in a week after the regular 

lectures. The sessions are practical based. Different activities are conducted 

for students based on all the four skills i.e., Listening, Speaking, Reading, 

Writing and vocabulary development. Keeping in consideration the poor 



communication skills, students are encouraged to communicate formally as 

well as informally. Various activities are conducted through club. It 

encourages students to use language in a relaxed atmosphere and away from 

the class pressure.  In addition it enhances ties of cooperation between 

students and teaching members.  

This year we have extended our program of Language Club. We have 

started E- Planet Bulletin Board. E- Planet i.e. English Planet which is a 

bulletin board. In this board, there are sections like articles, poetry, drawing, 

book review and vocabulary.  Every week a theme is decided and based on 

that theme the write ups for every section are provided by the club members. 

These Write ups are collected from students and are displayed on the bulletin 

board. This has helped in showcasing the hidden and creative talents of the 

students. 

As an act of inspiring students towards English learning, the write-ups 

collected throughout the academic year on various themes have been 

compiled together and published in a book form. The book intends to bring a 

sense of learning English amongst the readers and to believe that learning 

English language is really a beautiful experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sr.No Activity Name Skill Focused Objectives Served 

1. War of Words Word formation and 

Parts of speech 

To put into practice 

among students the 

formation of words. 

2. Relay for words Grammar aspects To test the basic 

knowledge of Grammar 

skills among students. 

3. REBUS Puzzles Critical thinking and 

Creative thinking skills 

To awaken the creative 

and critical thinking 

minds of the students. 

4. Profession Mirror Framing close ended 

questions 

To practice among 

students regarding 

framing questions. 

 

5. The power of 

Verbalism 

Speaking To make students 

express their candid 

opinion. 

6. Pictionary Wordless 

communication & 

Vocabulary Enrichment 

To realize the students 

the importance of 

wordless 

communication. 

 

7. Doodle Making Creativity To trigger students’ 

creativity and get to 

know the inputs gained 

from Language Club. 

 

 


